SMARTEST SOLUTIONS FOR SAVILAHTI URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
SMARA
SMARA-PROJECT

- Launched 12/2016
- Supportin Strategic top-priority project, Savilahti-project
- Project team of 3
- This project is part of the Savilahti project and Finland’s European Regional Development Fund Programme for sustainable Growth and Jobs 2014–2020. Project is funded by The Regional Council of Pohjois-Savo.
SAVILAHTI IS A GENUINE SMART CITY DISTRICT DURING THE 2020s

• Sustainable solutions during the development and planning phase.

• Outlining possibilities and exceeding the limits of conventional urban planning.

SMARTEST SOLUTIONS FOR SAVILAHTI URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Discovering and implementing feasible smart solutions in pivotal fields concerning the construction of new urban areas “the Smart lanes”
OBJECTIVE

The objective of the SmaRa-project: discover and implement investigations and actions concerning Savilahti district that are not normally done in urban planning.

In this project we find out the feasible **smart, innovative and low-carbon** solutions which are possible to fulfill during Savilahti district is being built.
THE SMART LANES

ICT

solutions for traffic and parking

smart infrastructure solutions

government solutions

design making and other solutions that have an influence on people’s well-being.

energy efficiency and low-carbon energy solutions

new forms of housing and activity

solutions for waste management

civil defense solutions
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